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Application of satellite data 
for agricultural insurance 
as adaptation to climate change 
to contribute the food stability
● Utilization of satellite data for agricultural insurance scheme
+ Background
+ NOSAI system
+ Development of prototype for new damage assessment 
● Activities in Indonesia
+ Background
+ Rice yield estimation in West Java 
+ Calculation of damage ratio
● Advantages of satellite data for agricultural insurance
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Rice crop of Japan
Japanese agriculture frequently suffers from heavy losses caused by 
typhoons, floods, low temperature and other meteorological events.
Japanese agriculture is protected by NOSAI.
The total amount of production : 1０.７ million tons. 
Cultivation area : Whole country 
Cultivation system : single cropping a year
Most important crop in Japan！
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Loss assessment is conducted according to 
the specific procedure set by the government.
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Satellite data / GIS data
・GIS data :  Paddy field GIS
(Soil Improvement Organization datacenter)
・Satellite data : SPOT data acquired on September 16, 2003  
with 10m resolution 20 m resolution
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Provided by: 
“National Agricultural Insurance Association”
Species : Kirara 397 (511 fields)
Hoshinoyume (334 fields)
Ground truth data
-Observed rice yield of individual paddy field-
Observation date  :  September, 2003
Number of data point : 845 fields
Unit of rice yield : kg/10a  (10a=1,000m2)
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Rice yield map
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・ Damage ratio of rice yield
was calculated against the
standard yield.
・Indemnity is paid according
to decrease in yield per one
plot with 3 different damage
levels.
1. below 10%
2. from 10% to 40%
3. above 40%
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40% -
Damage ratio map
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Background
(1) “Prototype” of damage assessment system is already available.
(2) Research results and experience on yield estimation of rice:
+ on individual paddy field basis,
+ using satellite data,
(3) Establishment of Research & Education Center for food security.
Practical application of satellite data 
to Agricultural Insurance
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Granted by  Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
5 467 t/ha
Estimation of rice yield using satellite data
West Java
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Data for analysis
+ Ground observation data
Observation date  :  harvesting season
Unit of yield (t/ha) :  30～50 samples
+ Satellite data 
SPOT5, 6, 7,  Rapid Eye, WV2, Geo Eye,
Landsat8, MODIS
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Extraction of paddy field
Classification
Cluster analysis 
Results
All paddy field including different growth stages 
(Light green color)
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、Map of rice yield (2014)
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Eye Inspection 
+Sampling survey
Simple survey of all plots 
damaged
Loss adjuster
Sampling survey
・ Adjustment of estimated yield
・ Improvement of 
yield estimation formula
Yield estimation 
of damaged plots 
with use of: 
+ Satellite data
+ GIS  
Calculation of 
indemnity
<Current>
<New>
Concept: New Damage Assessment System 
Damage ratio
Calculation of 
indemnity
Samples of Minimum 5 Rice Clumps on suspected partial loss
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Natural Rice Farm Plot
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◆ More “objective” damage assessment
◆ Saving cost and labor
◆ Visualization of damage situation for 
better understanding and acceptability
◆ Development of “Recommendation” for improvement
◆ Efficient loss assessment covering wide area
◆ Understanding of time-series changes through data accumulation
◆ Cover with clouds  → Use of UAV and SAR (platform & data fusion)
◆ Not real time observation  → Use of UAV 
◆ Shortage of data analysts  → Capacity development
Advantages of Satellite Data for Agricultural Insurance
Issues and solutions
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Thank you for your attention
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